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Stop Waiting and Waiting to Get Your Website Indexed Into Search Engines At Last! Get Your Website
Listed In Major Engines Quickly... And Updated More Frequently Previously Undisclosed Method for
Blogging and Pinging Will Work For Anyone Wanting an Internet Presence--Quickly and Easily! Dear
Internet Marketer, Lets face it, putting together a website is toughbut getting that website into the major
search engines like Google and Yahoo is even tougher! Theres no doubt, the most difficult marketing
technique for any Internet marketer to learn is how to get your sites indexed. And until you master it, the
web site that you are counting on to generate sales, build your reputation, or generate AdSense revenue
is just floating in cyberspace--worthless. No wonder it seems to take forever and ever. And it sometimes it
really IS Forever and Ever!! That is why there are countless sites with advice, tons of expensive software,
and plenty of costly seminars on how to get a search engines web crawler to spider (that is geek for find
and enter into the search engine) your site. And yet, you and others just keep getting frustrated until you
spend more hours in research, pour more effort into tweaking your site, or waste even more money on
someones outdated ideas--all while time and opportunity are still slipping through your fingers. The simple
truth is that until the search engine finds your site and decides to spider it, nothing else matters. This is
where the newly discovered method of Blogging and Pinging proves so valuable. It gets your site noticed
and spidered quickly and brings the crawler back more often. Blogging and Pinging is fast. It is easy. You
dont have to be a technical guru to understand the concept or learn the method! All you have to do is
follow the step-by-step instructions. And even better, the entire process is completely free! No new
software to buy, no need to purchase subscriptions to new services, no renewal fees truly FREE! Like
you, I had read hundreds of articles about blogging and lots of speculation about its impact on search
engines. While blogging is increasingly popular, blogging alone does nothing for search engines but give
them millions of new--usually worthless--pages to search--and often screen out. The ability to subscribe
to web sites and blogs through RSS Feeds (called syndication) is also changing the way the web works.
These feeds automatically check (called pinging) web sites for changes, and send the changes to another

site that has requested to be sent the changes. Of course, no one can subscribe to a site that they cant
find!! Two big web trends: Blogging--easy to create with free and relevant content Syndication--lets a site
generate its own activity (pinging) I knew there must be a way to put these two trends to work to get web
sites quickly spidered and frequently updated on Google, Yahoo, MSN, and other search engines. I spent
hundreds of hours figuring out the Blog and Ping process. You see, these are two separate processes
that happen on the web every day. Lots was written about each one but little is written about using them
together in a way that would drive search engines to sites--at least not in a way that worked!! I was about
to give up when the thought hit me--Everyone is making this seem hard, if not impossible. I stepped back,
tuned out the hype, and realized there was a simple solution. Even with all my hours of research, it took
months more to discover the simple, workable connection between blogging and pinging that capitalized
on the design and function of search engines. The secret is that each of a few simple steps has to be
done exactly right and in the right sequence on two separate web functions. Now, dont get worried. I have
put these steps one - by - one in The Blog and Ping Internet Marketing Tutorial and provide the simplest
and easiest way to do each one. There is no trial and error! The tutorial contains over 75 screen shots
showing you exactly what to do. You can get a real web presence with less effort and no costly services
or software. No more waiting and waiting and waiting. No lost opportunity. AND faster sales mean faster
cash flow! Are you fed up with methods that dont work? - How many times have you created the perfect
website only to find that no matter what you do or what you try, Google simply wont pick it up? - How
many great ideas have you had go down the financial toilet simply because the Yahoo spiders took too
long to visit and index your site? - How many hours have you wasted submitting your site to every known
search engine only to find that 4 months later you were no further than you when you first started? Are
you ready to get results? Theres no doubt, the most difficult marketing technique for any Internet
marketer to learn is how to get your sites indexed. Until you master it, the web site that you are counting
on to generate sales, build your reputation, or generate AdSense revenue is just floating in
cyberspace--worthless. - Okay - So Whats The Cost For This Incredible Resource? Some friends urged
me to deliver this exclusive information in person only as part of a high-priced seminar where I charged
hundreds of dollars per person. When I balked at the travel and time involved, friends in web marketing
urged me to use an online seminar. But frankly I dont need a seminar to explain my method--and besides
what I have to offer is a step-by-step process to follow. No lengthy explanations of why it works are

necessary. And you dont have more time to waste! What you need are the simple, but critically important,
steps to follow in just the right order to get your site working for you. So this one-of-a-kind resource, The
Blog and Ping Tutorial, can be for downloaded today for only $97.00!!! For you and me it is a clear,
efficient, and convenient way to deliver this information. (Dont worry downloading everything is a snap
and it works for both PC and MAC users plus you still get the bonus listed below.) Just imagine being
able to get your site indexed quickly with easewithout wasted time or unnecessary software. 100
Better-Than-Risk-Free Money Back Guarantee. Listen, if you dont agree that The Blog and Ping Tutorial
is the most impactful, eye-opening and practical information youve ever received on the subject of
Blogging and Pinging, simply email me and Ill issue you a 100 refund on the spot. No hard feelings and
no questions asked. In fact, Ill extend this guarantee for an entire year after you get everything! Thats
right; 365 days to use and profit from this unique information or else ask (and receive) an immediate
refund. You cant find this kind of authoritative, proven information anywhere else on the web. - Blogging What only Blogger does automatically - Which Blogger settings need to be changed - How to quickly and
easily create the right content - Which fields are necessary when you post - How comments can work for
you - And lots more. . . Pinging - Why you need a Yahoo account - How to create a RSS feed - How to
subscribe to your VERY OWN blog - The tricks for pinging Yahoo correctly - How to ping over 10 engines
at once - And lots more . . . You want information that you can absolutely count on. Something as simple
as an incorrect HTML code can change your index time from 48 hours to 48 days. Not every step is
user-friendly or logical. (If it where, everyone would be doing this!) You want simple, step by step
instructions. As you can see The Blog and Ping Tutorial is the ultimate tool for blogging and pinging. The
Blog and Ping Tutorial is the quickest and easiest way to master a marketing technique others are just
talking about. Inside this magnificent work youll learn every detail needed to get your website indexed in
hours instead of months! Absolutely everything any Internet marketer would need. Needless to say, this
information is jam packed with the never before revealed steps to get your site indexed quickly and easily.
Truth is, youll never find this in-depth information anywhere. And since a picture is worth a thousand
words, just think how much value you will receive from more than 75 screen shots alone! Nothing else will
save you so much time, spare you so much frustration, or produce results as quickly. And remember you
have a 100 Better-Than-Risk-Free Money Back Guarantee so there is no reason to wait any longer to see
your site appear in Google, Yahoo, and other such engines. I make this guarantee without reservation

because I know The Blog and Ping Tutorial will deliver all the value it promises and more. PS: Order the
The Blog and Ping Tutorial right now and get a free bonus offer. Thats right, place your order today and
get a special bonus. With the The Blog and Ping Tutorial you will be creating blogs to put search engines
to work for you. As a bonus for acting now, we will send you our BUSINESS BLOG TIPS for creating a
full-featured blog to build your reputation and keep in touch with your clients. Find out tips and tricks
needed to create your own Business Blog, find out how to make template changes for Search Engine
Optimization, and other time saving trips. Now frankly, I dont usually recommend creating business blogs
- you are past the major hurdles - most of them never get found. But with The Blog and Ping Tutorial you
can put the full benefits of blogging to work for your business. This $39 value is yours and will be included
in this e-book only if you order NOW. PPS: Youll be amazed at how simple and easy it is to start Blogging
and Pinging with The Blog and Ping Tutorial. You wont need to wait weeks, months, or even up to a year
ever again when you let me show you my method...completely at my risk!
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